With an increasing number of biological macromolecule structures solved at ultra-high resolution and with the advances of supramolecular chemistry, it becomes necessary to extend to large systems experimental charge-density study methods that are usually applied to small molecules. The latest developments in the refinement program MoPro (Molecular Properties), dedicated to the chargedensity refinement at (sub)atomic resolution of structures ranging from small molecules to biological macromolecules, are presented. MoPro uses the Hansen & Coppens [Acta Cryst. (1978), A34, 909-921] multipolar pseudo-atom model for the electron-density refinement. Alternative methods are also proposed, such as modelling bonding and lone-pair electron density by virtual spherical atoms. For proteins at atomic resolution, a charge-density database developed in the laboratory enables the transfer of multipolar parameters. The program allows complex refinement strategies to be written and has numerous restraints, constraints and analysis tools for use in the structure and electron-density analysis. New kappa and multipolar parameter restraints/constraints are also implemented and discussed. Furthermore, constraints on the electron density, such as local symmetry and atom equivalence, are easily defined. Some examples of applications, from small molecules to large unit cells (including the enzyme aldose reductase), are given in order to guide the MoPro user and to show the large field of applicability of this code. research papers J. Appl. Cryst. (2005). 38, 38-54 Christian Jelsch et al. Charge-density refinement 39 research papers 40 Christian Jelsch et al. Charge-density refinement
Introduction
In the usual least-squares treatment of X-ray diffraction data, the continuous electron density is subdivided into independent atomic charge densities, and the basic assumptions are that atoms are neutral and of spherical shape with a radial dependence equal to that of free atoms in the gas phase. However, due to atom-atom interactions such as chemical bonding, hydrogen bonding and van der Waals effects, the atomic electron density is obviously not spherical. Indeed, accurate low-temperature X-ray data, collected up to subatomic resolution (typically d < 0.6 Å or sin /! > 0.8 Å À1 ), allow the non-spherical character of the atomic electron density to be represented in deformation electron-density maps, and experimentally quantified by using a non-spherical model of the atomic electron density (Coppens, 1967 (Coppens, , 1997 Lecomte, 1995) . In this case, the deconvolution of the atomic deformation density from the thermal motion can be achieved, and a crystallographic refinement taking into account the asphericity of the electron density allows an unbiased description of the structure stereochemistry and thermal motion.
Charge-density refinement studies of small molecules now constitute a very mature field, in which non-spherical models of atomic electron density are used almost routinely. However, recent advances in macromolecular crystallography techniques, synchrotron sources and crystallogenesis methods allow the solution of numerous protein and nucleic acid structures at resolutions ranging from atomic to subatomic (Schmidt & Lamzin, 2002) . Some recent communications have shown that in theses cases, even with data resolution close to 0.8 Å , information on valence electron-density distribution may be obtained for proteins if the thermal displacement parameters are small enough (Jelsch et al., 1998; Guillot, Muzet et al., 2001) . For example, in the aldose reductase structure at 0.66 Å resolution, 54% of the hydrogen atoms were identified (Howard et al., 2004; Cachau et al., 2000) and most of the deformation-electron-density peaks were visible in the bonds of the protein active site, where the equivalent thermal factors B iso of the non-hydrogen atoms were about 4 Å 2 (Podjarny et al., 2001) . Similarly, Afonine et al. (2004) have recently confirmed that bonding-electron-density peaks are observable in an RD1 antifreeze protein structure at 0.62 Å resolution, and have shown from refinements using theoretical structure factors that bonding density can also be seen at atomic resolution (around 0.9 Å ), but again this presence is strongly correlated with atomic thermal motion.
Hence, if information related to the deformation electron density is present in experimental maps, it becomes necessary to adapt charge-density methods usually applied to small molecules to such larger systems. For this purpose, we have developed the macromolecular refinement software MoPro, which takes into account the deformation of the electron density in the refinement, and implements specific methods derived from small-molecule and biological macromolecular crystallography. Beyond an improvement of the structural and dynamic molecular model, the use of a non-spherical-atom model allows the extraction of derived properties, such as atomic charges and electrostatic potential. As a consequence, the model density obtained with these methods can be used to analyse electrostatic properties of macromolecules, such as protein cofactor/inhibitor interactions .
Refinement algorithms 2.1. The multipolar atom
The MoPro least-squares refinement software (Guillot, Muzet et al., 2001) has been developed by extensive modifications of MOLLY, a program dedicated to the charge-density refinement of small compounds (Hansen & Coppens, 1978) . The atomic electron-density model is based on the multipolaratom formalism:
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In this formalism, the total density is decomposed into core electrons and valence electrons. The term & core represents the spherically symmetric core electron density and the term & val the spherically averaged free-atom valence electron density. The second term gives an estimate of the atomic charge (N val À P val ), where N val is the number of valence electrons. The carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms have for instance two core electrons and respectively two, three and four valence electrons; hydrogen atoms have only one valence electron. The form factors of the core & core and of the spherical valence & val ( r) may be specified in MoPro as tables as a function of s = sin /!, or computed from Clementi & Raimondi (1963) wavefunctions. The third term describes the multipolar part of the valence electron distribution as a multipole density. The R l are generally exponential Slater-type radial functions:
The radial functions may also be given as tables as a function of the reciprocal resolution s, or may be derived from Clementi wavefunctions. The kappa coefficients and 0 describe the expansion/contraction of the perturbed valence density (spherical and multipolar part, respectively). The y lm are spherical harmonic functions in real form (Hansen & Coppens, 1978; Brown et al., 1995) . The x c , y c , z c coordinates are direction cosines expressed in a local axis system centred on the atom and oriented according to neighbouring atoms. This facilitates the application of chemical symmetry constraints as well as the comparison atom by atom. The normalization factors of the multipolar density function are based on R jy lm j dV = 2, except for the case l = 0, where R jy lm j dV = 1. This normalization of the density function implies that with P lm = 1, one electron has moved from the negative to the positive lobes of the functions with l ! 1.
Multipolar populations P lm correspond to spherical harmonics lobes oriented with respect to a local axis system. An appropriate definition of these axes ensures the possibility for optimal application of symmetry constraints on the deformation density. Two simple examples of local axes for multipole orientation with respect to local atomic geometry are described in Fig. 1 for a water molecule H1-OW-H2. In the first case, the axes definition allows (but does not impose) the application of only one mirror symmetry with respect to the H1-OW-H2 plane (SYMPLM multipole constraint, Table 1 ). In the second example, in which the Z and X axes are defined as bisecting the OW-H1 and OW-H2 directions, two mirror symmetries can easily be imposed on the multipole development with respect to the YOZ and ZOX planes. A few rules permit the definition of standard local axes for the database of multipole parameters (Pichon-Pesme et al., 1995) .
Bulk-solvent correction
For macromolecular refinements, the solvent-scattering contribution is large at low resolution. The absence of bulk- Two examples of definition for the atomic local axes system (X,Y,Z) in the case of a water oxygen atom. Table 1 List of constraints available in MoPro.
Keyword Description

CONDIS
Hydrogen or virtual atom is constrained to be at a given distance from another atom CONANG Defines the angular position of 1 to 3 hydrogen atoms belonging to a same chemical group (Table 4 ) CONURA Hydrogen atom is constrained to have temperature factor U iso proportional to U eq of neighbouring atom CONUIJ Virtual atom is constrained to have temperature factor U ij proportional to U ij of neighbouring atom CONPLM Two or more atoms have same multipole populations; the program stops if multipoles are unequal initially AVEPLM Two or more atoms have same multipole populations; the multipoles are averaged if unequal initially CONVAL Two or more atoms have same valence and multipole populations; the program stops if parameters are unequal initially AVEVAL Two or more atoms have same valence and multipole populations; the parameters are averaged if unequal initially CONKAP Two or more atoms have same and 0 values SYMPLM Multipoles obey a local or crystallographic symmetry: inversion, mirrors, twofold, threefold, fourfold, sixfold rotation or roto-inversion axes solvent modelling leads to an overestimation of structurefactor moduli at very low resolution. Two methods of disordered solvent correction are implemented in MoPro.
The bulk-solvent model (Fokine & Urzhumtsev, 2002 ) needs supplementary information, namely the structure factors F cal sol of the diffuse solvent. They can be obtained by computing a Fourier transform of the mask encompassing bulk-solvent regions in the unit cell. The structure-factor computation of the molecular model F cal mol includes the water molecules of the protein first-hydration shells, which are visible in the electron-density map. The solvent structure factors F cal sol , modulated by a Gaussian function of the reciprocal resolution s, are then added in MoPro as complex quantities to the structure factors of the molecular model:
The moduli of the resulting structure factors are then compared with experimental data, and can be adjusted through the refinement of parameters k sol and B sol . The second method implemented in MoPro is the so-called exponential scaling model. This method is based on an empirical correction of the model structure-factor moduli, which are scaled by a function of the reciprocal resolution s, which compensates the overestimation of model structure factors at low resolution if the solvent is not corrected:
Here, again, the parameters k sol and B sol can be refined against experimental data. This modelling is more readily applied, but is less efficient than the first method; it may be useful if the unit cell contains a very small proportion of disordered solvent. The meanings of the parameters k sol and B sol in equations (3) and (4) are different and should not be confused.
Other parameters describing the structure
MoPro was designed to combine methods from smallmolecule charge-density and protein refinement. The atomic thermal motion is generally modelled by anisotropic displacement parameters (ADPs), while for hydrogen atoms an isotropic thermal parameter is used. The thermal displacement modelling based on an anharmonic description of atoms with Gram-Charlier tensors of a given order can also be used in the analysis of crystals with small unit cells. Concerning the extinction correction, an isotropic Gaussian correction is available (Becker, 1977) . Anomalous scattering factors may be calculated automatically at the experiment wavelength using the tables created by Kissel et al. (1995) .
MoPro offers the possibility to use a scale factor that is a polynomial function of the reciprocal resolution s = 1/2d:
In this expression, the coefficients k i are refinable parameters, and the k i with i > 0 are the corrections applied to the standard scale factors, namely k 0 here. This is useful when, for instance, low-and high-resolution data have been collected separately, which is often the case for ultra-high-resolution protein data collection.
In addition, the use of imaging plates as detectors in X-ray crystallography causes a non-uniform diffraction measurement at oblique incidence of the diffracted beam on the plate (Zaleski et al., 1998) . The correction becomes important for wavelengths shorter than about 1 Å .
Indeed, as valence and core scattering have varying influence at different resolutions, a difference in the scale factors at high and low resolution may lead to artifacts in the refined deformation electron density and thermal parameters. Both of these resolution effects on the diffracted intensities can be partly corrected by applying such a polynomial scale factor. Inclusion of such a nonlinear intensity scaling based on equation (5) should be treated with care as there will be a strong correlation with a global isotropic temperature factor. Whatever the oblique factor is in the intensity data, it is always better to correct it during data collection rather than treating it as a parameter.
The default reflection weighting scheme used in MoPro is W H = 1/' 2 I , where ' I is the uncertainty on the reflection intensity measurement. Alternatively, a unitary weighting scheme W H = 1 can be applied. A more complex weighting scheme, W H = 1/' 0 2 I , taking into account the reflection intensity I H and the resolution d (Å ), may be applied:
The appropriate choice of coefficients a, b, c, which is suggested by the program, enables the average |F obs À F cal | discrepancy to be in accordance with the corrected uncertainty ' 0 I , resulting in a goodness of fit that is approximately equal to unity in all resolution and intensity shells. The application to the standard deviation of a d Àc factor enables more weight to be given smoothly to either the high-or the low-resolution reflections. For protein structures at resolution of around 0.6 to 0.9 Å , a weighting scheme where reflections at high resolution are over-weighted, i.e. a 'high-order refinement' commonly applied in electron-density analysis of small molecules at a resolution of 0.5 Å or better, can be approached. After such a refinement using a spherical-atom model, the bonding density was partially retrieved for regions of the phospholipase PLA2 with a low thermal motion (Liu et al., 2003) .
Least-squares refinement
The function minimized in the least-squares refinement is composed of the crystallographic error term and restraint components. The function is a summation over the reflections and over all applied restraints:
The summation over the reflections H can be performed on the structure-factor moduli difference or alternatively over the intensity difference I obs À I cal .
In usual macromolecular biological crystallography ($2 Å resolution), due to the limited resolution and the low variables/observations ratio, it is necessary to incorporate stereochemical and dynamical knowledge into the refinement.
The restraints reflect the target geometry as anticipated from high-precision small-molecule structures, or, in the future, as built from high-resolution small-compound and protein structures . Restrained reciprocal-space least-squares refinement (Konnert, 1976; Konnert & Hendrickson, 1980) is very effective and increases the robustness of the convergence.
Stereochemical restraints or constraints are still necessary in the case of macromolecules at ultra-high resolution, as some parts of the protein (often long side chains at the molecular surface) display high thermal motion or static disorder. The atoms with the lowest ADPs are those contributing most to the diffraction at high resolution. The atoms with higher thermal parameters (typically B = 10-30 Å 2 ), despite the resolution of the diffraction data, still have their position and thermal parameters determined with a high uncertainty (Fig. 2) .
In the case of small-unit-cell crystals diffracting at subatomic resolution, stereochemical restraints will be necessary to refine properly the hydrogen-atom parameters when no accurate neutron data are available. Restraints application in the context of small-molecule and protein refinement is discussed in x3.
Solving the normal equations system
In a cycle of least-squares minimization of the function E [equation (7)], the n-dimensional vector dP of parameter shifts is obtained by solving a system of n linear equations (the socalled 'normal equations'), of the form
where A is the n 2 symmetric positive definite matrix of normal equations and V is a vector of dimension n. The normal matrix element A ij concerning the refined parameters p i and p j is obtained from the weighted summation of the structure-factor derivative products over the reflections H and restraints R:
The vector V is obtained from the summation over the reflections and restraints:
This system of normal equations is solved generally in all small-molecule least-squares programs and in MOLLY (Hansen & Coppens, 1978) by inverting the normal equations matrix A, which is computationally prohibitive for large systems with many variables. However, one advantage of the full normal matrix-inversion method is the possibility to obtain the standard deviations of the final parameters (Hamilton, 1964) after a refinement cycle. The matrix inversion can be replaced by the conjugate gradient algorithm: an iterative procedure, first described by Hestenes & Stiefel (1952) and Fletcher & Reeves (1954) , which avoids the inversion of the normal matrix and is less sensitive to normal matrix singularities.
The solution of the normal equation system is approximated by successive displacements along A-conjugate directions in the parameter space until convergence. The convergence is usually reached in a number of iterations that is much smaller than the number of variables n. The rate of convergence of the conjugate gradient algorithm is related to the ratio between the largest and the smallest eigenvalue, also called the condition number of the normal matrix A (Tronrud, 1992) .
To ensure a faster and more robust convergence of the conjugate gradient iterations, the normal matrix A can be preconditioned (Tronrud, 1992) in order to have a condition number closer to unity, i.e. a narrower range of eigenvalues. Using this property, it is legitimate to transform the normal matrix A into a normalized matrix A 0 with diagonal elements equal to unity. The preconditioner used in MoPro is simply the diagonal part of the matrix A; the normal equation (7) then becomes
where the matrix A 0 is obtained by normalizing the elements with respect to the diagonal values:
The matrix A 0 is then not far from the identity matrix, especially with high-resolution diffraction data as the normal matrix is very sparse (Jelsch, 2001) .
Normal matrix sparsity
If n is the number of refined parameters, the (symmetric) normal matrix A contains n(n + 1)/2 independent elements. In the case of macromolecules containing several thousands of atoms, it is recommended to omit the off-diagonal elements with small values, as storing the full normal matrix can become computationally prohibitive. In all the crystallographic refinements of macromolecules at atomic and subatomic resolution performed in the laboratory, the matrix A 0 turns out to be very sparse, as nearly all of the off-diagonal elements have very small values compared with unity (Jelsch, 2001) .
A normal matrix element A ij associated with a pair of atomic parameters p i and p j is consequently related to a pair of atoms a i and a j . The elements of the normal matrix have a global tendency to decrease rapidly with the Patterson vector length between the two atoms concerned, as already observed by Templeton (1999) .
The diagonal elements of A 0 are all equal to unity and the magnitude of an off-diagonal element A 0 ij can then be assessed by comparison with unity. For example, in the case of crambin at 0.54 Å resolution , the positional parameters of the non-hydrogen protein atoms were refined. The matrix elements are, in their vast majority, very small (jA 0 ij j < 0.03) for interatomic distances d ij longer than 2 Å (Jelsch, 2001) . Matrix elements with a large magnitude correspond generally to parameter pairs concerning the same atom, alternative positions for disordered atoms, or atoms linked by a covalent bond. Magnitude of the normalized normal matrix elements in the case of protein trypsin at 0.80 Å resolution (Schmidt et al., 2003) as a function of interatomic distance d ij . The x coordinates of all non-hydrogen atoms with B eq < 12 Å 2 were refined. The matrix elements A ij are normalized with respect to the corresponding diagonal elements: A 0 ij = A ij /(A ii A jj ) 1/2 . The elements A 0 X i X j represented here correspond to pairs of (x i , x j ) coordinates. The interatomic distance d ij is relative to the two atoms concerning the parameters x i and x j . Only pairs of atoms with similar B eq factors are taken into account: the three curves correspond to B eq = 4, 7 and 10 AE 0.5 Å 2 . The root mean square values of A X i X j were computed from shells of 1 Å width in distance and 1 Å 2 width in B eq . Table 2 List of restraints available in MoPro.
Each restraint is weighted by a coefficient W R = 1/' 2 r depending on the allowed standard deviation ' r from the target. Keyword Description Minimized function
Isotropic thermal factor proportional (k factor) to that of bonding atom (U iso À kU r ) 2 UIJRAT Anisotropic thermal factor proportional (k factor) to that of bonding atom
Charge density KP1VAL Correlation of q = N val À P val atomic charge and of expansion/contraction
Valence and multipole populations of two or more atoms are similar
To analyse the effect of the atomic temperature factors on the sparsity of the normal matrix, a refinement of x coordinates for all non-hydrogen atoms was carried out on trypsin at 0.80 Å resolution (Schmidt et al., 2003) . The root mean square (r.m.s.) value of A 0 ij is around 0.008 for interatomic distances larger than 3 Å (Fig. 3 ). The r.m.s. magnitude is smaller in the trypsin case compared with crambin (0.004) at 0.54 Å resolution, despite the lower resolution. This is due to the larger number of atoms in the asymmetric unit (388 residues for trypsin) compared with crambin (46 residues), resulting in a larger number of reflections (165 000 versus 112 000). A larger number of reflections results in a better canceling out of weakly correlated terms in the summation of equation (9).
The average magnitude of the diagonal elements A ii decreases globally with the B factor of the atoms concerned, resulting in larger standard deviations ' i = ðA À1 Þ 1=2 ii for the refined parameters, as can be seen in Fig. 3 . The magnitude of the A 0 ij ratio [equation (12)] does not seem to be affected by the equivalent B factor of the concerned atoms, as can be seen in the three curves displayed in Fig. 3 . The diagonal and nondiagonal elements are dependent on the B factor in a similar way.
The a priori knowledge that most of the matrix elements are negligible, together with the application of the conjugate gradient method in the software MoPro, avoids the storage, the computation and the inversion of the full normal matrix.
Restraints and constraints
The need for restraints and/or constraints in a crystallographic refinement arises from quite different reasons in the two contexts of small-molecule and biological macromolecule crystallography. In MoPro, restraints and constraints concern the molecular stereochemistry or dynamics as well as the electron-density description.
In most cases, stereochemical information is not necessary for the non-hydrogen atoms in small-molecule crystallography: diffraction data and the resolution are good enough to obtain an unambiguous description of atomic positions and ADPs. In that case, using significant external information in the refinement may introduce artificial perturbations of the molecular structure. For proteins refined at usual macromolecular resolution (d around 2 Å ), such restraints are necessary to overcome a poor parameter to observation ratio, and to ensure convergence towards a stereochemically meaningful structure. However, for medium-sized molecules and macromolecules at atomic resolution, stereochemical information is only necessary in disordered regions, or where the thermal motion is too high. An option in MoPro permits the restriction of the application of any type of restraint to selected atoms with thermal motions B eq higher than a userdefined threshold. For example, in the structure of aldose reductase at 0.66 Å , stereochemical restraints are not necessary to refine active-site atoms and were only applied to atoms with B eq > $8 Å 2 .
Stereochemical and dynamical restraints
The geometric restraints implemented in MoPro concern interatomic distances, bond angles and planarity (Table 2) . Most restraints use a simple quadratic function (R cal À R target ) 2 and seek to minimize the squared difference between them.
Planarity restraints were programmed by considering the eigenvalues ! i of the 3 Â 3 matrix V (Haneef et al., 1985) :
where X 1 , X 2 , X 3 define respectively the x, y, z coordinates of the atoms belonging to the plane. This makes it possible to refine the optimum plane orientation at the same time as the atomic coordinates. The function minimized in MoPro is a dimensionless quantity: a function of the ! i eigenvalues product and sum ( Table 2 ). The anisotropy of thermal motion ellipsoids can be limited for atoms with high thermal motion (ISOTRO keyword). The Hirshfeld rigid-bond criterion allows restraint of the ADPs (RIGIDB keyword): the thermal ellipsoids of two bonded atoms should be similar along the bond direction. A hydrogenatom isotropic thermal factor B iso may be restrained to be proportional to the equivalent B factor of the bound heavy atom (URATIO).
The special XYZRES and UIJRES restraints allow specific targets to be set for positional and anisotropic thermal motion parameters, respectively. Such restraints may be useful for the refinement of hydrogen atoms when a neutron diffraction structure is available. The neutron coordinates and thermal displacement parameters with their estimated errors can be directly used as targets for x, y, z and U ij . The ADPs may also be obtained by other means (spectroscopic values, quantum chemical computations).
The Hirshfeld (1976) rigid-bond criterion is sometimes used as a restraint in small-molecule charge-density analysis, as it helps in the high-order refinement of thermal parameters U ij and allows a better deconvolution of deformation electron density and thermal vibrations. This method has recently been used in protein refinement [DELU option in SHELXL for instance (Sheldrick & Schneider, 1997) ], but may find greater importance in the context of a subatomic-resolution protein multipolar refinement, where the effects of the ADPs on bonding-density modelling are critical.
The isotropic B iso factors of hydrogen atoms can also be constrained to be proportional to the bound heavy-atom displacement parameters. Typically, coefficient factors of 1.2 and 1.5 are applied if the hydrogen-atom position is respectively unique or has a degree of freedom (as in -OH, -NH þ 3 and -CH 3 groups). Such proportionality restraints are also available for anisotropic thermal parameters and may be applied to virtual atoms, which are used to model the accumulation of electron density on covalent bonds.
Stereochemical and dynamical constraints on hydrogen atoms
In the macromolecular case, many hydrogen atoms are usually not visible in the electron-density maps, the probability research papers of locating hydrogen atoms being strongly dependent on the local thermal motion and on the diffraction data resolution. One commonly applies geometric stereochemical constraints in order to generate ideal geometries for chemical groups containing hydrogen atoms. The geometry of groups containing hydrogen atoms can be regularized in MoPro using CONANG and CONDIS constraints (Tables 1 and 3 ). The idealization of the bond lengths and angles is thus dissociated in two steps. Any group, planar or tetrahedral, containing from one to three hydrogen atoms can be idealized upon application of the constraint by displacement of the hydrogen atoms (Table 4 ). Such a description of ideal distances and angles enables the compilation of stereochemistry dictionaries for common chemical moieties, such as amino acids in proteins for instance.
The proportionality restraints of isotropic and anisotropic thermal parameters are also available as constraints.
The case of hydrogen atoms is noteworthy as their refined coordinates in X-ray crystallography do not correspond to the true proton position and are strongly affected by the X-H covalent bond. The application of standard X-H distances obtained from neutron diffraction studies (Allen, 1986 ) is deemed necessary for both small compounds (restraints) and macromolecules (constraints). This elongation of the X-H distance has the effect of 'releasing' the hydrogen-atom bonding electron density, which is then modelled by a dipole directed along the bond.
The treatment of hydrogen atoms is different in smallmolecule charge-density and in protein refinement. In most cases of small-molecule crystals, hydrogen atoms can be located in electron-density maps when the resolution is truly subatomic (around 0.5 Å ) and the thermal motion is around B eq = 1 or 2 Å 2 . In these favourable cases, an X-H distance and temperature factor proportionality restraint is recommended for a proper charge-density refinement with a limited number of variables (P val , one dipole Dz, , 0 ).
In the macromolecular case, when the hydrogen atoms are hardly visible or not visible in the electron density, their positions are conveniently fixed using distance and angle constraints. Furthermore, the hydrogen thermal isotropic motion should be set proportional to that of the bound non-H atom, with a ratio of 1.2 or 1.5, depending on whether the hydrogen atom has a rotation degree of freedom (-CH 3 , -OH) or not. Such constraints are also necessary in the case of small molecules when the thermal motion is larger or when static disorder occurs. Table 3 Example of some constraints applicable to the alanine residue of the dipeptide Ala-Met: distances (CONDIS), angles (CONANG), B-factor proportionality (CONURA), atom equivalence (CONVAL, CONPLM, CONKAP) for charge density and local symmetries applying to multipoles (SYMPLM). Definition of the stereochemical angular constraints CONANG.
Charge-density parameters
A is the central atom of the constrained moiety containing at least one hydrogen atom. X, Y, Z represent the non-hydrogen atoms covalently bound to atom A, while H are the hydrogen atoms (up to three). quality of the diffraction data (resolution, Fourier series truncation effects, signal to noise ratio, etc.), it is generally not realistic to refine all charge-density parameters together, since there is not necessarily a single minimum in the least-squares refinement and multipolar parameters can be very strongly correlated (valence population and kappa parameter for example) or with ADPs (U ij and quadrupoles for example).
Constraints of atomic chemical equivalence and of local symmetries are useful to guide the refinement in its first steps and may be released later on. Multipole refinements of electron-density distributions may lead to ambiguous or even meaningless results for non-centrosymmetric crystal structures, where most phases are unknown. The application of constraints on the electron-density models improves this situation (El Haouzi et al., 1996) .
In the macromolecular case, the transfer of database multipole parameters (Pichon-Pesme et al., 1995; Pichon-Pesme et al., 2004) ensures a better convergence of a constrained charge-density refinement to a physically meaningful solution.
The use of external information obtained from accurate small-molecule crystallographic analyses, such as stereochemical restraints in a macromolecular refinement, can be extended to charge-density parameters. The case of the parameters and 0 describing the radial expansion/contraction of the valence electron density is noteworthy, these features being often the most difficult to estimate in electrondensity analyses, even for small molecules. Pé rè s et al. suggest constraining that parameter. The expansion/contraction parameters can be restrained in MoPro during the multipolar refinement (Table 2) . For instance, the selected target may be values in the database of experimental multipole parameters (Pichon-Pesme et al., 1995; . Targets for the and 0 variables can also be deduced from theoretical calculations (Volkov et al., 2000; Volkov et al., 2001) . Unlike a constrained refinement, where some values are fixed, the refinement with restraints allows parameters to adjust with respect to the specific chemical environment of the considered atom. For instance, restraining the coefficient of the pyrophosphate atoms was necessary in the multipolar refinement of NAD + , the oxidized form of the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide molecule . This was the first application of a charge-density restraint in a small-molecule multipolar refinement.
The refined expansion/contraction coefficients of atoms turn out to vary almost linearly with the atomic charge, q = N val À P val (Volkov et al., 2001) . As a consequence the refinement of these two classes of parameters may be restrained for a group of atoms of one or several chemical types. Such a linearity restraint is particularly useful in the case of hydrogen atoms for which are not well defined or for large-size molecules. This restraint aims at obtaining a correlation coefficient &( , q) between the atomic charges and coefficients close to unity.
The minimization of the quadratic quantity (1 À &) with a zero target value could be a valid way to apply this correlation restraint, but it leads to unstable refinements. Therefore, a target value is computed for each atomic charge q in order to fulfil this correlation. The discrepancy of each charge q from its target value is minimized separately ( Table 2) :
In that way, the standard deviation within the target sample is the same as the standard deviation ' of the sample. At the beginning of the refinement, when atoms are neutral, the sample standard deviation ' q is zero and the restraint is meaningless and not applied. The restraints may be applied to all the atoms, or to one or several specified chemical atom types: for example, hydrogen atoms which display higher correlation between refined parameters in the normal matrix and are more difficult to refine. Atomic chemical equivalence uses the a priori knowledge that identical chemical moieties should share, to a first approximation, the same charge-density distribution. Chemical-equivalence constraints are especially appropriate in the case of biological macromolecules (proteins, nucleic acids), when advantage can be taken of the repetition of identical chemical motifs.
Local or crystallographic symmetry (Kurki-Suonio, 1977) constraints, applied to the multipolar charge density, are easily defined with an appropriate system of atomic local axes. For instance, mm symmetry may be applied to a water oxygen atom, as the HOH moiety displays two perpendicular mirror planes (Fig. 1 ). With these symmetry constraints, the number of parameters refined is divided by 4 and the charge-density parameters that are expected to be small are not refined initially. The symmetry constraints could alternatively be applied by never refining the multipoles breaking the symmetries, setting them at zero values. For many chemical groups, local symmetries can be exploited to limit the number of refined multipoles and to improve the refinement convergence. For instance, in the case of -NH þ 3 and -CH 3 groups, the SYMPLM 3m keywords allow a 3m symmetry axis parallel to the Z axis to be imposed on the specified atoms; the number of refined multipoles (up to the octapole level) is consequently decreased from 15 to 4.
The example of the C-CH 3 group in the dl-Ala-Met dipeptide (Guillot, Viry et al., 2001) is depicted in Fig. 4 . This non-polar group is expected to be little influenced by the chemical environment. The side chain of alanine is therefore highly transferable and follows closely a local 3m symmetry, with the three hydrogen atoms being equivalent. The release of the local symmetry (3m axis on atom CB) and atomequivalence (H1, H2 and H3) constraints in the refinement leads to differences in the deformation electron density between the three hydrogen atoms which are not significant. The diffraction data were measured for this peptide at 100 K using a laboratory X-ray source and a two-dimensional CCD detector up to a resolution of 0.43 Å . The degree of release of the symmetry and chemical-equivalence constraints has to be decided in a charge-density analysis depending on the quality of the data in terms of resolution, signal to noise ratio and systematic errors.
MoPro is designed to apply many symmetries and chemical equivalencies, which is especially convenient for large systems using a 'constraints dictionary' with atom names following the standard nomenclature (Tables 1, 3 Table 5 List of structure geometry analysis commands available in MoPro.
When a refinement of the concerned parameters is performed before the analysis, estimated standard deviations (e.s.d.s) are given for some stereochemical values. A symmetry code may be added in the case of contact and hydrogen-bond analysis to restrict the search to a given symmetry-related neighbouring molecule in the crystal packing. The symmetry nomenclature is similar to that developed for the program ORTEP (Burnett & Johnson, 1996) .
Command
Information Equation of mean squares plane formed by the atoms and distance of atoms to the plane large flexibility in restraints and constraints, as they can be applied or released when the program encounters specific keywords in the input command file during execution.
Similarity restraints
A new type of restraint has been introduced in MoPro: similarity restraints. They concern both stereochemical (distance and angles) and charge-density parameters ( , 0 , P lm and P val ). They are based on the assumption that equivalent chemical groups should, to a first approximation, share common properties. Similarity restraints avoid the use of information that is 'external' to the diffraction data. They are particularly useful in molecules with repeated motifs, like polypeptides or polymers, as they can be applied to a large number of atoms simultaneously. In the similarity restraints, the quadratic function to be minimized is summed over all concerned atoms and the target is the average of the parameters ( Table 2) .
The development of similarity restraints arises from our current attempts to extract deformation electron-density information from 0.9-0.6 Å resolution protein structures. They are also being tested for multipolar parameters at subatomic resolution (0.6-0.7 Å ) as an interesting and smoother alternative to chemical-equivalence constraints.
VMoPro: a visualization tool
The program VMoPro has been developed to allow easy computation and graphical representation of electron-density maps and of derived properties. VMoPro is an interactive program, which many types of electron-density map to be drawn step by step or by automated batch execution. After a crystallographic refinement (notably a high-order refinement of coordinates and thermal parameters of non-hydrogen atoms), difference electron-density maps using the Fourier structure-factor difference (F obs À F cal ) can be computed:
After a refinement at ultra-high resolution using a sphericalatom model, the residual maps reveal, for instance, the nonmodelled bonding electron density. The deformation of the electron density reveals the valence electron redistribution due to covalent and non-bonded interactions between atoms. The 'experimental electron deformation density' maps are computed using the following equation:
In this case, the ' mult phases are calculated from the structure after multipolar refinement. Spherical atomic scattering factors are used in the calculation of F sph and ' sph . The dynamic deformation differs from the static map, as it is smeared by the atomic thermal motion and more directly affected by the truncation of the Fourier summation over the measured diffraction data. Static electron-density maps representing the total or the deformation electron density are computed from the chargedensity parameters and do not make implicit use of the diffraction intensities. The word 'static' means that the charge density is computed for atoms at rest. The contribution of the whole electron-density modelling or of a specified level of multipoles may be selected:
VMoPro also computes the total static electron density, its gradient norm and Laplacian. These functions of the electron density allow the observation of topological features, such as critical points, where r r r& = 0, and atomic basins limits (Bader, 1990; Souhassou & Blessing, 1999) . The electrostatic potential plays a key role in molecular recognition processes, including drugreceptor interactions, and is an important property for the evaluation of lattice energy in small-unit-cell crystals (Aubert et al., 2004; Spackman, 1992; Volkov & Coppens, 2004) .
The use of a precise electron-density model is essential for accurate electrostatic potential computation. The difference between potential maps derived from multipolar-and spherical- Electrostatic potential of the dl-Ala-Met dipeptide derived from the refined structure using a multipolar-atom model (Guillot, Viry et al., 2001) . The potential is computed with VMoPro in a three-dimensional grid. The program GRASP (Honig & Nicholls, 1995) reads this grid and enables the electrostatic potential at the van der Waals molecular surface to be displayed. atom models reaches $28% (Jelsch et al., 1998) . Electrostatic potential map computations in VMoPro are derived from the program ELECTROS (Bouhmaida et al., 1999) and display isocontour lines in a chosen plane section. The GRASP software (Honig & Nicholls, 1995) is widely used to compute and display the potential at the molecular surface and to analyse the electrostatic properties of protein structures. A threedimensional grid file suitable for GRASP can be easily produced with the program VMoPro (Fig. 5) .
Strategy for charge-density refinement of small-unitcell crystals
The deconvolution of the atomic thermal displacement from the deformation electron density is usually performed by using different resolution shells depending on the parameters refined. A standard procedure may be written in the 'mopro.inp' input command file of MoPro for the global refinement of the molecular charge-density refinement (see Table 6 ). The variables to be refined are easily designated and combined using keywords (see Table 7 ). Hydrogen, virtual or water atoms may be selected or excluded in the parameter selection. Other criteria, such as atom (an)isotropy, disorder, B-factor value, may be used as selection criterion. A standard charge-density refinement strategy may be as follows.
(i) First, the scale factors SCA and coordinates XYZ and thermal parameters UIJ of all non-hydrogen atoms are refined using all reflections.
(ii) Then a refinement of XYZ and UIJ of non-hydrogen atoms is performed at high order (high resolution), for example using reflections with s = sin /! > 0.7 Å À1 .
(iii) Then SCA and the hydrogen-atom XYZ and UIJ are refined using low-order data (e.g. s < 0.7 Å À1 ). Restraints on distance, angles and planarity are applied to hydrogen-atom positions, while their isotropic thermal factors may be restrained to be proportional to that of the neighbouring atom (Table 2) .
(iv) The valence and multipoles populations VAL, PLM, are refined using all reflections. These parameters are progressively and successively introduced in the refinement while steps (ii) and (iii) are continued.
(v) The expansion/contraction coefficients KP1 and finally KP2 are also refined versus all reflections. Steps (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) are recycled until convergence of the refinement. At each stage of the refinement, residual maps and dynamic deformation maps are calculated to monitor the refinement quality.
The refinement strategy may be rendered more complex with the adjunction and progressive release of constraints and restraints. The order of introduction of VAL, PLM, KP1 and KP2 charge-density parameters into the refinement may be changed depending on the size of the molecule and the nature of the atoms. However, KP2 is generally refined last, as this parameter may be the most delicate to refine. The initial KP1 values of hydrogen atoms can be set to 1.16 instead of unity (Stewart et al., 1965) , as this chemical species is expected to be electron depleted and the electron density therefore Atoms with B eq larger than a given value B<## Atoms with B eq smaller than a given value Table 6 Example of some commands available in the input file 'mopro.inp'.
First, input files and options are defined. In the second part, the charge density and the structural/thermal parameters of hydrogen atoms are refined using all reflections. In the third part, a high-order refinement is performed on the coordinates and thermal factors of non-hydrogen atoms. Finally, the refinement part is followed by a stereochemical analysis and structure-factor computations. contracted. Depending on the quality of the diffraction data and on the availability of neutron data, the contraction/ expansion coefficients for hydrogen atoms can be fixed at recommended values (Coppens, 1997; Volkov et al., 2001) . The program enables the analysis of the structure's stereochemistry (Table 5 ) and retrieves notably all bond lengths, angles and dihedral angles, as well as a list of intermolecular contacts. If a refinement with full normal matrix inversion of the appropriate structural parameters is performed before the analysis, the estimated standard deviations are also given (Hamilton, 1964 ; Fig. 2 ).
Command example
Virtual atoms on bonds and electron lone pairs
The electron density can also be refined in MoPro using virtual atoms in addition to the atoms constituting the molecule. These additional atoms are placed on the covalent bonds and on the oxygen/nitrogen/sulfur lone-pair regions. The virtual atoms can be described as the second term of the second member of Hansen & Coppens equation: a spherical valence population P val and an expansion/contraction coefficient are refined:
Such a modelling of the molecular electron density was described over 25 years ago in several papers (e.g. Dietrich & Scheringer, 1978; Scheringer et al., 1978) . It was reapplied recently in macromolecular refinement (Afonine et al., 2002 (Afonine et al., , 2004 and in materials science, on AsGa crystals (Pietsch & Hansen, 1996) .
The scattering factor f(s) of the virtual atom placed on a covalent bond or at a lone-pair site can be set by the user. A model of a virtual atom is, for example, the hydrogen atom with the starting number of valence electrons N val set to 0 instead of 1. A virtual atom with a negative valence population may also be placed on the electron depletion region of a C O bond near the oxygen atom (Fig. 6) .
The coordinates of the bonding virtual atoms can be efficiently guided to remain along a covalent bond using an angular restraint. The position of electron lone pairs can be stabilized with angular, distance and planarity restraints. The anisotropic thermal displacement parameters of the bonding virtual atoms are restrained to be similar to the parameters of the two atoms forming the covalent bond. The resulting target value is then the average U ij over the two atoms. Electron lone pairs may have thermal factors riding on the real atom. The use of virtual atoms, compared with multipole modelling of the electron density, results in a reduced number of parameters to refine, but is not a better modelling of the 'true' electron density. It is desirable that such bonding-density modelling fulfils the topological properties of electron densities (Bader, 1990) .
Multipolar library and transferability
High-resolution X-ray diffraction studies have been performed in our laboratory on several peptides in order to analyse the electron-density distribution of all natural amino acids (e.g. Souhassou et al., 1991; Pichon-Pesme et al., 1992; Benabicha et al., 2000; Guillot, Viry et al., 2001) . These studies have led to the creation of a database (Pichon-Pesme et al., 1995 of atomic charge-density parameters P val , P lm , and 0 . These parameters were shown to be transferable to amino acid residues in oligopeptides (Pichon-Pesme et al., 1995; Jelsch et al., 1998) and proteins (Housset et al., 2000; Jelsch et al., 2000) . Fig. 7 gives, for instance, the static deformation electron density calculated from this multipolar-parameter library for the side chain of an alanine residue. The The experimental deformation density of small-unit-cell crystals is also used to calibrate theoretical electron-density calculations, such as in the case of small blocked peptides (Souhassou et al., 1991; Pichon-Pesme et al., 1992) and the NAD + oxydo-reduction cofactor . After calibration, first-principles computations can be performed on large systems like protein active sites, e.g. aldose reductase complexed with NAD + and an inhibitor .
Density functional calculations have also been performed on crambin in vacuo (Fernandez-Serra et al., 2000) in order to analyse the polypeptide main-chain variability in particular. The electron deformation density in its peptide bonds compares well with the electron distribution obtained from ultra-high-resolution X-ray crystallography. Oxygen lone pairs are generally stronger in theoretical maps compared with the experiment; these fine features are presumably attenuated due to the limited diffraction resolution and thermal motion smearing. The theoretical analysis of several peptide bonds suggests that the carbonyl oxygen and N-H regions display a significant variability of their electron density. The presence of polar interactions like hydrogen bonds seems to be an environmental effect of primary importance that perturbs the electron cloud of these moieties. The transferability of electron densities between chemically similar groups ends when such polarization effects start to be taken into account. This has been observed in experimental studies of small compounds: carbonyl oxygen atoms can display very dissimilar electron lone pairs due to hydrogen bonding, as observed in the case of dl-Ala-Met (Guillot, Viry et al., 2001) .
A new example of successful application of the transferability principle is the study of the (E)-2,2 0 -dimethylstilbene molecule (Nyffeler et al., 2002) . Diffraction data sets of this small molecule were collected at five different temperatures ranging from 16 to 234 K (Ogawa et al., 1992) . The main purpose of this study was the analysis of the molecular dynamics and stereochemistry from multi-temperature anisotropic displacement parameters (Bü rgi & Capelli, 2000; Nyffeler et al., 2002) . After a conventional spherical-atom refinement, the multipoles were initially transferred from the charge-density library and subsequently refined using a maximal number of constraints: atom equivalences and local mirror symmetries. Indeed, this procedure allows a quick and satisfactory modelling of the deformation density, and thus a proper deconvolution between thermal motion and deformation electron density. This is confirmed by the significant improvement of crystallographic residual (Fig. 8) . The crystallographic residual factor drops by about 1% in absolute value at all temperatures; in relative value the improvement is highest at the lowest temperatures. The ÁB ij difference (B ij = 8% 2 U ij ) between the spherical-and multipolar-atom modelling is expected to be about 0.4 Å 2 as analysed previously on an octapeptide (Jelsch et al., 1998) 
Ã 1=2 is 0.25 and 0.31 Å 2 for (E)-2,2 0 -dimethylstilbene at the lowest and highest temperature, respectively. The ratio of the equivalent B factor using the multipolar-versus the spherical-atom model is on average B mul /B sph = 0.80 and 0.87 at 16 and 234 K, respectively. The impact of multipolar modelling on the refined anisotropic U ij values is very significant at the lowest temperature, where the average B eq value is only 0.6 Å 2 . Therefore, such a procedure should be routinely applied in crystallographic refinement of small molecules.
Applications to proteins
For a charge-density study with MoPro, a protein structure can be imported from SHELXL (Sheldrick & Schneider, 1997) or from a PDB format ( Deformation electron density in the HA-CA-CB plane of alanine calculated from the multipolar library (Pichon-Pesme et al., 1995 . Contours AE0.05 e Å 3 , continuous lines & > 0, broken lines & < 0.
Figure 8
Crystallographic residual factor when using a spherical-and multipolaratom model for the (E)-2,2 0 -dimethylstilbene compound. The five different temperatures of the diffraction data sets are indicated.
where W H is the reflection weighting scheme applied. the standard atom name nomenclature, are automatically transferred from the multipolar library (Pichon-Pesme et al., 1995 .
Our laboratory has been involved in charge-density studies on molecules of increasing size: the octapeptide LBZ of helical structure (Jelsch et al., 1998) and a scorpion toxin (Housset et al., 2000) . With the combined use of synchrotron radiation sources and of crystal cryo-cooling, the number of protein structures refined at a resolution higher than 1.0 Å is increasing continuously (Fig. 9 ; Dauter et al., 1995 Dauter et al., , 1997 Longhi et al., 1998; Schmidt & Lamzin, 2002) .
The charge density of the protein crambin (46 amino acids) has been analysed at ultra-high resolution (0.54 Å ). The crystal structure was refined with a multipolaratoms model to describe the molecular electron-density distribution accurately. The initial multipoles and charges were transferred from the database of average parameters (Pichon-Pesme et al., 1995 derived from the analysis of several crystals of amino acids and small peptides. The average electron density for the polypeptide main chain refined against the crambin diffraction data is illustrated in Fig. 10 .
A more recent application is the case of the phospholipase PLA2 from Agkistrodon acutus snake venom, for which the crystal structure was determined at 0.80 Å resolution (Liu et al., 2003) . The bonding electron density is visible in the residual electron density (F obs À F cal ) maps for most of the structure, which displays moderate thermal motion.
In the case of trypsin from Fusarium oxysporum, diffraction data were measured to 0.80 Å resolution (Schmidt et al., 2003) . The electron density in the active site of the ultra-highresolution trypsin structure shows that the catalytic residue His-56 is definitely deprotonated, despite its interaction with Cumulated number of macromolecular structures deposited at the Protein Data Bank (PDB; Berman et al., 2000) at a resolution better than 1 Å as a function of year.
Figure 10
Deformation of the static electron density in the C-H-C and C-H-C planes of the polypeptide refined versus the diffraction data of protein crambin . Contours AE0.05 e Å À3 , black lines & > 0, grey dotted lines & < 0.
the negatively charged Asp-99. Another application is performed with the allosteric insulin hexameric structure, solved at atomic resolution .
The aldose reductase enzyme
The analysis of the electron-density distribution is also underway for the human protein aldose reductase-NADP +inhibitor ternary complex (Fig. 11) . Crystals diffracting to very high resolution have been grown for this enzyme of 315 amino acids and diffraction data have been collected to 0.66 Å resolution at the APS Synchrotron (Cachau et al., 2000; Howard et al., 2004 ). This exceptional system, in terms of resolution and thermal motion parameters, is used to test and improve specific refinement strategies of large biological complexes. Some general considerations about multipolar refinement strategies, based on the experience acquired in the analysis of this aldose reductase complex, are presented here. A strategy which has been shown to be well adapted to this kind of system is described below.
Spherical-atom refinement
At first, starting position and thermal motion parameters are taken from a completed usual (spherical-atom) refinement, performed with any crystallographic refinement software. The refinement of solvent parameters, namely B sol and K sol , is not straightforward, mainly due to the strong correlation between both parameters and the overall scale factor. The best procedure is to perform a systematic search by slight increment of these parameters around the average values K sol = 0.35 and B sol = 50 Å 2 (Fokine & Urzhumtsev, 2002) .
Subsequently to the solvent modelling, a structural refinement using all reflections is carried out. Then, for the deconvolution of the atomic thermal displacement and of the deformation of the electron density, a high-order (HO) refinement is performed, using, or not, stereochemical and dynamical restraints. The resolution range used for this highorder refinement cannot be restricted too quickly to the very high resolution shells due to refinement instability. We have shown that a gradual decrease of the resolution range allows this problem to be overcome. For instance, in the aldose reductase case, three resolution ranges were successively applied (sin /! = 1/2d = 0.5-0.78 Å À1 , 0.6-0.78 Å À1 , 0.65-0.78 Å À1 ), refining non-hydrogen structural and thermal motion parameters until convergence at each step. A minimal number of necessary structural or dynamical restraints were applied, mostly depending on the atoms thermal motion. This procedure improves the signal of the residual electron-density maps: the bonding-density peaks and the electron lone pair are generally stronger after the HO refinement ( Fig. 12) , which correlatively is a check of the quality of such a refinement (Fig. 12) .
The solvent modelling and the high-order refinement lead to a drastic sharpening of bonding electron density. The deformation-density features are present in almost all regions of the enzyme where thermal motion parameters are sufficiently low. An upper limit can be defined around B eq = 6-7 Å 2 , above which thermal motion smearing seems to be too high. This value confirms those recently obtained by Afonine et al. (2004) .
Multipolar-atom refinement
After convergence of structural parameters in the spherical-atom approximation, and correct treatment of hydrogen-atom positions (see above), the next step of the procedure is the multipolar refinement. One can either directly refine the non-spherical part of the electron density, or use a transfer of starting multipolar parameters from the multipoles library (Pichon-Pesme et al., Schematic view displaying the three-dimensional , barrel structure of human aldose reductase. The complexed cofactor NADP + and the inhibitor IDD-594 are at the top and bottom of the active site, respectively. Helices are represented as red tubes and the strands of the antiparallel sheet as blue arrows.
Figure 12
Residual electron-density map (F obs À F cal ) of aldose reductase in the aromatic plane of residue tyrosine 48. Left: after classical refinement. Right: after high-order refinement. 1995, 2004) . The database transfer has been shown to be almost necessary to obtain a more meaningful description of the charge density, especially in terms of valence populations. This use of starting multipolar parameters can be compared with the application of stereochemical restraints in protein structure refinement at usual resolutions ($2 Å ). A priori experimental knowledge of the model parameters helps to overcome refinement instability or to avoid false-minimum trapping. Furthermore, the multipolar-parameter transfer leads to an improvement of crystallographic agreement factors, e.g. the crystallographic residual R(F) = P jjF obs j À jF cal jj= P jF obs j decreases from 9.3 to 8.8% in the case of aldose reductase.
Multipolar refinement itself is also far from being straightforward. The charge-density database takes advantage of the chemical moiety repetition along the protein polypeptidic chain with a minimal number of multipolar parameters being transferred. Hence, numerous symmetry and chemicalequivalence constraints can be applied in the first part of the refinement. As described above, these constraints can be slightly and progressively relaxed to converge to a chargedensity description, taking into account specific chemical environment of some sites of interest, i.e. the enzyme active site.
Perspectives
In the human aldose reductase complex, an inhibitor IDD-594 is bound in the active site. All of its atoms are not described in the multipole library. As the active site region, where the inhibitor is fixed, shows very low atomic thermal motion, typically less than 4 Å 2 , it is possible to analyse the proteinligand interactions from an experimental charge-density point of view, traditionally limited to small-molecule crystallography. This will be described in a forthcoming paper.
The multipolar database will be generalized to nucleic acids (RNA, DNA) and to most common biological cofactors, the NAD + molecule having already been analysed , and to common chemical groups. The use of transferred multipolar scattering factors on ultra-high-resolution protein structures will enable the precise analysis of their stereochemistry.
The electrostatic potential is an essential tool for understanding the molecular reactivity and the modelling of intermolecular interactions. This fundamental property is obtained either from quantum chemical calculations or from highresolution X-ray diffraction experiments. Both the multipolarand virtual-atom modelling of the total electron density provide far more precision than placing a single point charge at the atomic nuclei for the computation of the electrostatic potential. The computation of electrostatic interaction energies in host-guest systems (zeolites, protein-ligand) will be implemented in MoPro, using either a numerical integration of the total electrostatic energy (Aubert et al., 2004) or a distributed multipole interaction (Stone, 1996; Volkov & Coppens, 2004) .
Applying the multipolar-library transfer for electrostatic potential computation is meaningful for enzyme structures at atomic resolution, as soon as all the active-site atoms, including hydrogen, have well defined coordinates. It should be remembered here that most hydrogen atoms, with the exception of those in hydroxyl, ammonium and methyl groups, can be modelled in proteins without ambiguity, even if they are not visible in the electron-density maps.
The program and a detailed description are freely available from the authors upon request.
